Abstract. The distinction between the conjunctive nature of non-determinism as opposed to the disjunctive character of parallelism constitutes the motivation and the starting point of the present work.
what is a model of a higher-order process algebra has been done by Hennessy in 22] by resorting to logical models of type-free lazy -calculus. On the other hand higher-order process algebras may be helpful in understanding -calculus theories capturing evaluation strategies, like lazy and call-by-value -calculi, as shown in 31, 44, 41] .
Extensions of the -calculus with non-deterministic and/or parallel operators have been also considered in order to gain de nability of combinators like Plotkin's parallel- or 37] . These extensions increase the power of the -calculus to detect convergence internally (easily done by call-by-value mechanisms) also in those cases in which a term converges as soon as at least one of its subterms does, no matter in which order they are evaluated. This amounts to have the denability of all compact points in a standard model, that is, by Milner's theorem, to have a fully abstract interpretation for the language.
In 16] an analysis of parallel-or in terms of an asynchronous parallel operator (k) and callby-value abstraction is proposed. Because of this asynchronicity, a term MkN can be reduced independently on both sides; to make it convergent if and only if M or N are, Boudol de nes a term to be convergent if at least one of its possible computations (properly reductions) ends, what is called a may convergency notion. In the same paper a fully abstract, denotational semantics is provided for this calculus. This semantics is based on the Stone duality paradigm, implicitly introduced for use in denotational semantics in 42] 13]. This paradigm has been explicitly advocated in 3] , where the lter model construction of 13] has been put in its right mathematical setting. A full abstraction theorem is then stated and proved.
The investigation carried out in 16] has been pursued further by the present authors both in a richer setting and in a di erent perspective in 20] . In that paper we consider the calculus proposed by Ong in 35] . It includes a parallel and a non-deterministic operator, as well as call-byname and call-by-value abstractions. To gain the expected behaviour, the parallel operator (always denoted by k) is a synchronous operator. The non-deterministic operator (denoted by +) is instead an internal choice operator. By synchronicity, a term MkN is irreducible as soon as M or N is in normal form, and hence there is no need for a may convergency predicate. This choice makes explicit the di erent meanings of k and +, which are kept distinct by stipulating that a term is convergent if and only if all its reductions eventually stop, that is by using a must convergency criterion.
In 20] we construct a denotational model by means of a logical system. This time, however, intersection type discipline does not su ce any more (as in case of 16]). We use also union types, introduced for the classical -calculus in 11]. The operators k and + are respectively interpreted as join and meet over the semantic domain, and they are dually typed by intersection and union. Even in this case a fully abstract semantics is obtained.
6] de nes a powerdomain functor, which has the features of being convex and of preserving algebraic lattices. This allows to give a fully abstract interpretation of a call-by-name and callby-value lazy -calculus enriched with a parallel operator, a non-deterministic operator and an operator mapping a set of terms into its join. 16] , 20], and 6] consider variants of the lazy -calculus. The present paper aims instead to study the full classical -calculus extended with k and +. This essentially amounts to allow reduction under abstraction and evaluation of the argument even before passing it.
Since the original paper 4] by Abramsky and Ong, it has been argued that the lazy -calculus is a better model of actual implementations of functional programming languages like Scheme. Indeed these languages do not evaluate the bodies of functions before formal parameters have been replaced by the arguments to which functions are applied. Similarly they do not evaluate the arguments before passing them.
There is, however, a missing point in treating functional languages in a lazy perspective. In that setting we are forced to look at functions in a merely extensional way, that is as black boxes whose di erent behaviours can be detected just testing them against application to suitable arguments and waiting for the output (but also, possibly, waiting forever). As a matter of fact, the semantics of the lazy -calculus has been de ned in 4] by introducing the notion of functional bisimulation, which is nothing but a sophisticated version of the extensional idea.
The unfolding semantics (sometimes called algebraic semantics) is a well established theory of recursive languages, originated with Tarsky's xed point theorem and with Kleene's rst recursion theorem. This theory has its -calculus counterpart in the notion of B ohm tree, which nely recover topological ideas from the syntactical notions of head normal forms and separability (see 12] ). Now it seems that such a theory does not exist in the case of lazy -calculus. As a matter of fact, the problem cannot be remedied by resorting to L evy-Longo trees, since they induce a ner semantics than functional bisimulation (this has been shown in Ong's thesis 34]). This justi es our choice of considering the classical -calculus.
In the present paper we give a semantics based on the notion of unfolding for our parallel and non-deterministic extension of classical -calculus. This is not achieved by means of trees, but by using the equivalent notion of approximant originated, in the case of -calculus, from the works of L evy 28] and Wadsworth 45] .
In the rst section of the paper we introduce the syntax of the calculus and two reduction relations. The rst one explicitly makes the + into a choice operator, while the second one, instead, simulates the choice by a distribution law. Adapting to the present case the notion of head reduction and head normal form, we prove that both reductions de ne the same set of solvable terms, so that in the following we study the second reduction relation which is technically easier to handle.
After a short discussion of the contextual theory induced by the set of solvable terms, we de ne the concept of approximant and the connected notion of capability (reminiscent of the homonymous notion in 35]), formally setting the unfolding semantics that we study.
In the subsequent two sections we introduce a type assignment system in two steps. The rst one considers just Curry types, simply adding to the assignment system the rules for typing MkN and M + N. As a preliminary result we get Plotkin's set semimodel 39] for our calculus and the equational theory on terms which it induces. We then enrich the type syntax with intersection, union types, and the universal type !. Types are partially ordered so that they give rise, by the usual lter construction, to a distributive lattice which, as a domain, is an !-algebraic prime lattice. We refer to 5] for more details and for the description of the domain equation underlying the construction, which involves both lower and upper powerdomain functors, combined with the space of Scott-continuous functions. By adding a subtyping rule and an intersection introduction rule, the type assignment system turns out to be sound and complete with respect to -lattices, which are -models with a lattice structure.
The last section contains the main results of the paper, namely the approximation theorem and the full abstraction theorem. Roughly speaking, the approximation theorem says that the set of types of any term is the union of all types that can be given to its approximations, hence being the limit of them in the logical semantics. The full abstraction theorem states that the unfolding semantics and the logical semantics are actually the same. Moreover, we get that solvable terms are characterized as those terms which are typeable by a type which is not equivalent to !. Some of the results of the present paper were stated in 19], where only the reduction relation here called ?! pn was considered.
Conjunctive and Disjunctive -calculus
In this section we give the syntax of our calculus and prove the basic properties of two reduction relations. The general theme is that of distinguishing between non-determinism and parallelism.
It is certainly debatable whether these two notions have to be kept distinct, since in many cases parallelism is explained in terms of non-determinism. This is true in particular when the aim of parallelism is the possibility of handling simultaneously several di erent computations and of terminating as soon as one of these computations terminates.
But if we implement this device using a choice operator, then we must assume the existence of an oracle which, at each stage, will suggest the right decision. In this way the oracle will prevent any non terminating computation, whenever at least one output of the non-deterministic program exists. This is no more necessary if, instead, we use an operator which does not make choices, but which evaluates in a synchronous way its arguments. I.e. an operator which does one reduction step only when both its arguments are reducible, and which stops otherwise.
On the contrary the choice operator comes out as a tool for representing programs whose behaviour can be determined, at a certain time, by unpredictable events. In this case the choice has no guidance. Therefore the criterion of taking into account all possible cases when studying the convergency of the program (that is the total correctness criterion) is the most natural one.
We will analyze the distinction between the internal choice operator and the parallel synchronous operator using the logical distinction between disjunction and conjunction in section 5.
-calculus with Choice and Parallel Operators
Let +k be the set of pure -terms enriched with the binary operators + and k, that is the set of expressions generated by the following grammar:
M ::= x j x:M j MM j M + M j MkM where x ranges over a denumerable set Var of variables. As usual, FV (M) is the set of variables which occur free in M. To simplify notation we assume that abstraction and application take precedence over + and k.
As usual, if ?! R is a one-step reduction relation on +k , then ?! R and = R denote the transitive and re exive, the transitive and re exive and symmetric closure of ?! R , respectively. Finally ?! n R means the n-times self-composition of ?! R .
To extend the -reduction relation ?! of classical -calculus to +k , we explicitly mention rules ( ), ( ) MN ?! h pn M 0 N where Par = fPkQ j P; Q 2 +k g. Because of rule (+ c ), the relation ?! pn is not con uent. Moreover, because of rule (k s ), the set of \head redexes" of a term M (that is the set of redexes that will be contracted in the rst step of a ?! h pn reduction) can be larger than a singleton. These facts imply that a term M may have more than one immediate reduct with respect to ?! h pn (but always nitely many).
Consequently there are at least two natural ways of extending the notion of solvability to ?! pn . We could say that M is solvable if at least one ?! h pn reduction starting from M ends in a (head) normal form. x:(xI + x( )) is a pn-solvable term, since it head reduces to x:xI and to x:x( ). Notice that x:x( ) reduces to itself, but it is a head normal form.
Synchronous and Asynchronous Calculus
We introduce a slightly di erent reduction relation, still extending -reduction and still ascribing a conjunctive semantics to + and a disjunctive one to k. The aim is that of eliminating rule (+ c ). The advantage will be that the existence of a nite reduction path out of a term assures the solvability of the term (see Corollary 9) . In this reduction + is an asynchronous evaluator of its operands, while k is a synchronous one. Moreover, both + and k have the feature of passing to their operands any argument to which they apply.
De nition5. Even if rule (+ c ) has been dropped, the presence of rule (+ a ), together with the synchronous character of k, implies that ?! sa is not Church-Rosser. For example, being I x:x, if P ?! sa P 0 and Q ?! sa Q 0 , then (P +Q)kII reduces both to (P 0 +Q)kI and to (P +Q 0 )kI. These are normal forms, since the reducibility of a parallel composition requires reducibility of both its operands.
For the same reason the head reduction ?! h sa is non-deterministic. Consequently, we de ne the notion of sa-solvability in the same way as we did for pn-solvability. As usual a substitution is a map from variables to terms which is the identity for all variables but a nite set. Note that, being x bound in x:P, we can freely assume that the substitution ( ) r does not a ect it.
Case ( ) : then M x:P ?! h sa x:P 0 N with P ?! h sa P 0 . If the vectorL is empty, then the thesis follows from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, taking the non empty vector L 0L , the rst step out of ( x:P 0r )L 0L will be a -reduction by 7(i). Then: If (P +Q) rL (P r +Q r )L 2 SOL n sa and r is the length ofL, then by 7(ii) any ?! h sa reduction out of (P r + Q r )L will produce P rL + Q rL in r steps. Hence P rL + Q rL 2 SOL n?r sa and, a fortiori, P rL 2 SOL n?r sa . IfL is empty, we get m = n. and clearly m + r n.
Notice that ifL is empty, we can have m = n. In this case P rL 2 SOL n sa or Q rL 2 SOL n sa . So we have by induction that we used rule (+ c ) in deriving P ?! h pn P 0 or Q ?! h pn Q 0 . Therefore rule (+ c ) has also been used in deriving M ?! h pn N. Case (k app ) : then M (PkQ)R ?! h pn PRkQR N.
If ((PkQ)R) rL (P r kQ r )R rL 2 SOL n sa , then we immediately have (P r R r kQ r R r )L (PRkQR) rL 2 SOL n?1 sa :
Now for all ( ) r (( x:P)Q) r ( x:P r )Q r up to renaming of the bound variable x, and for allL, any ?! h sa reduction out of ( x:P r )Q rL will start by ( x:P r )Q rL ?! h sa P r Q r =x]L hence, if ( x:P r )Q rL 2 SOL n sa , then P r Q r =x]L 2 SOL n?1 sa .
Case ( ) : then M x:P ?! h pn x:P 0 N, with P ?! h pn P 0 . Now, up to renaming of the bound variable x, ( x:P) r x:P r . Assume that ( x:P r )L 2 Case (+ a ) : then assume that M P + Q ?! h sa P 0 + Q M 0 with P ?! h sa P 0 . Now (P 0r + Q r )L 6 2 SOL sa ) P 0rL 6 2 SOL sa or Q rL 6 2 SOL sa : If P 0rL 6 2 SOL sa , choosing N P, we have M P + Q ?! h pn N and by Proposition 8 P 0rL 6 2 SOL sa ) P rL 6 2 SOL sa : Otherwise, if Q rL 6 2 SOL sa , we take N Q and we have M P + Q ?! h pn N. The case M P + Q ?! h sa P + Q 0 M 0 , with Q ?! h sa Q 0 , is symmetric.
Case (+ app ) : then M (P + Q)R ?! h sa PR + QR M 0 . Now (P r R r + Q r R r )L 6 2 SOL sa ) P r R rL 6 2 SOL sa or Q r R rL 6 2 SOL sa : If P r R rL 6 2 SOL sa , then it su ces to choose N PR, with (P + Q)R ?! h pn PR. Otherwise Q r R rL 6 2 SOL sa , so that we choose N QR and we conclude similarly. Case (k s ) : then M PkQ ?! h sa P 0 kQ 0 M 0 with P ?! h sa P 0 and Q ?! h sa Q 0 . If (P 0r kQ 0r )L 6 2 SOL sa , then both P 0rL 6 2 SOL sa and Q 0rL 6 2 SOL sa , so that, by induction We are now ready to prove that ?! h pn and ?! h sa determine the same set of solvable terms.
To prove this, we will apply the previous Lemmas, using the identical substitution and the empty vector of terms.
Theorem 13. SOL sa = SOL pn : Proof. First we show that SOL sa SOL pn . Toward a contradiction suppose that M 2 SOL sa but M 6 2 SOL pn . If M 2 SOL sa , then there exists n such that M 2 SOL n sa . The hypothesis that M 6 2 SOL pn implies that there is a set fM i g i2! such that M 0 M and, for all i, M i ?! h pn M i+1 . By Lemma 11 there is a k such that M k 2 SOL 0 sa , i.e. M k is in normal form wrt ?! h sa . This is because the only case in which the n of SOL n sa does not decrease is when in the ?! h pn reduction rule (+ c ) is used. But the number of consecutive steps of this kind is bounded by the number of the occurrences of + in the term to be reduced.
It is easy to see that, if M k can be further reduced under ?! h pn , then only steps involving the use of (+ c ) are possible, which again are bounded by the number of +'s in M k . So any sequence of ?! h pn reductions out of M has to be nite: a contradiction.
To show that SOL pn SOL sa assume, toward a contradiction, that M 2 SOL pn and M 6 2 SOL sa . Then there exists M 1 such that M ?! h sa M 1 and M 1 6 2 SOL sa . By Lemma 12 this implies that there exists N such that M ?! h pn N and still N 6 2 SOL sa . Iterating the same reasoning, we build an in nite ?! h pn reduction out of M, so that M 6 2 SOL pn : a contradiction.
Since our aim is that of developing an unfolding semantics for our calculus, we are interested essentially in the set of solvable terms. So Theorem 13 gives us the possibility of choosing freely between the reduction relations ?! pn and ?! sa . For technical reasons we will concentrate in the following on ?! sa . Consequently we will write simply ?! for it, and SOL for the set of solvable terms.
Operational Semantics
In the previous section the semantics of our calculi has been described by means of reduction relations. Here we develop a theory to compare terms with respect to their functional behaviours. We do this in two di erent ways. The rst one is by means of contexts. The second one is more re ned and compares terms by means of their \approximants", where the set of approximants of a term can be viewed as a generalization to our calculus of the notion of B ohm tree.
Contextual Semantics
Following the standard approach for de ning equational theories from convergency predicates (originated with Morris Proposition15. The following (in)-equations hold:
where the inequalities (iii) and (v) are in general proper.
Proof. We consider only the interesting cases.
To prove that the inequality (iii) is proper, let x:xx, M x:x( yzv:v) and N x: . M and N both -reduce to and therefore M + N is solvable. Instead, (M +N) reduces to + + + , which is unsolvable.
To prove that the inequality (v) is proper, let be as above, I x:x, K xy:x, T x:x I and R x:x . (T + R)(IkK) is solvable since it reduces to ( k ) + ( k ).
Instead, (T + R)Ik(T + R)K reduces to ( + )k( + ) and therefore it is unsolvable.
(ix). First, we prove the idempotence of +. P + P v O P follows immediately from (viii) . P v O P + P follows from (iii) choosing L KP. Now, given an arbitrary context C ], let
Similarly, we prove the idempotence of k using (x) and (v) . Now, given an arbitrary context C ], let However, if + is interpreted as an operation to form \sets" of values and x is the standard functional abstraction, then this equality identi es any set of functions with a single multivalued function (see 30, 29] ). This is not very natural if one considers that L(M +N) 6 ' O LM +LN. This problem becomes more evident when modeling the calculus by means of type assignment systems, as we shall do in the forthcoming sections. For these reasons we introduce a ner, non extensional semantics which is still based on the notion of head normal form and solvability, but uses ideas underlining B ohm trees. More precisely, we rst show the shape of head normal forms in the present setting. Then we associate to each term the set of head normal forms (the capabilities) which can be obtained out of it using a more liberal reduction relation (?! a , see De nition 19). Lastly we de ne a notion of approximation patterned after 45] and we compare terms via the approximate normal forms of their capabilities.
It is easy to verify that the terms irreducible according to ?! h (i.e. the head normal forms) satisfy the conditions of the following proposition.
Proposition16. The For example, let us consider the terms F0 and G0, where F ( fx:(x + f(Succ x))); G ( fx:(xkf(Succ x))); ( zx:x(zzx))( zx:x(zzx)) is the Turing xed point combinator, 0 and Succ are the zero and successor of Church numerals respectively. Let n be the Church numeral for the natural number n, then it is easy to check that for any n F0 ?! h 0 + 1 + : : : + n + F(Succ n) which is never in H. So H(F0) = ;. On the other hand H(G0) = f0kG(Succ 0)g. However, if we consider its reducts with respect to ?!, then we see that for any n, putting G 0 ( fx:(xkf(Succ x))), we have:
giving rise to an in nite set of (distinct) head normal forms, none of which even reduces to a head normal form of the shape 0k1k : : :knkG(Succ n);
because of the synchronous character of k. This is unfortunate, since the last term is a better candidate for describing the behaviour of G0 when it is applied to an argument. As examples, consider the terms F0 and G0 and observe that C(F0) = ;, while 0k1k : : :knkG(Succ n) 2 C(G0) for all n 0:
We now introduce the formal de nition of approximate normal form. This will be useful for comparing the capabilities of terms through their approximate normal forms (see De nition 23).
De nition20. Let +k be the language obtained from +k by adding the constant . The set of approximate normal forms A +k is the least one such that: (i) We de ne a preorder relation on approximate normal forms which generalizes the classical one taking into account the intended meanings of + and k. Moreover an -redex is always less than its contractum according to this preorder.
De nition21. Over the set A de ne as the least preorder which makes A into a distributive lattice with + as meet, k as join and as bottom, and such that: Let be the equivalence relation induced by .
As usual, we associate to each term M an approximate normal form (M) obtained by replacing to all subterms which are not head normal forms.
De nition22. Let : +k ! A be the following map: The following properties of the sets of approximants follow immediately from previous de nitions.
Proposition25
. (ii) is a consequence of (i) and of De nition 24. 2
One would expect v A to be a re nement of v O ; this is in fact true. A direct proof based on an approximation theorem a la Wadsworth 45] is possible, but we will obtain it for free from the adequacy and full abstraction results of Section 6.
Simple Types and Semimodels
In this section we type the terms of our calculus by means of simple types and we de ne a set semimodel in the sense of 39]. In this system, as in Curry's original one, there is a correspondence between the main constructor of the subject of the conclusion in each rule and the rule itself; this does not hold for the type. This does not seem to be unfortunate; indeed we are looking for a partial order (and its relative equivalence) which is, in a sense, more abstract than reducibility.
As expected, the type assignment B induces a semimodel. Proposition34. The interpretation of the parallel and non-deterministic constructors in the set semimodel can also be easily stated using set theoretic operators. I.e., for all : To interpret types over a given semimodel we use the simple semantics of types (see 23, 39] = fa Type j 2 ag; T = f g 2Type ; and ) = ! ; then the pair hT ; )i is a type structure for the set semimodel. We take and such that (x) = f j x: 2 ?g for every term variable x and (t) = t for every type variable t. The set semimodel allows to de ne a preorder over terms which is a precongruence:
We list in the following proposition the main (in)-equations holding in the set semimodel semantics.
Proposition38. Let 60) it turns out that the set semimodel does not agree neither with the operational semantics a la Morris nor with the inclusion of sets of approximants. This failure suggests us to look at a more expressive type assignment system.
Intersection, Union Types and -lattices
In this section we extend the notion of lter model introduced in 13] to our calculus, the aim being this time to interpret the terms of +k in such a way that the usual -calculus equations hold and which ts better the operational behaviour of + and k.
The Set of Types and its Preorder
Let us rede ne the syntax of types as follows:
::= t j ! j ! j ^ j _ ; and call again Type the resulting set. In writing types, we assume that^and _ take precedence over !.
It is clear that to build a lter model a critical choice is that of the preorder between types, since this preorder will appear in a subtyping rule.
De nition39.
(i) Let be the smallest preorder over types s.t. hType; i is a distributive lattice, in whichî s the meet, _ is the join and ! is the top, and moreover the arrow satis es: (ii) Let = mean .
The subtype relation can be presented axiomatically by adding the inequalities (a)-(c) to any standard axiomatization of distributive lattices. For proof purpose we assume that such a presentation has been xed.
We need some properties of the relation, whose proof requires a strati cation of Type. Taking n = 1 in the clauses above, one sees that T 0 T 1 T 2 , and such inclusions are clearly proper.
Over each of these sets we introduce a preorder.
De nition42. i T i T i is the least preorder such that: For each type in Type we can nd an equivalent type in T 2 ; this means that we can limit ourself to consider types in T 2 , provided that there is a map ( ) associating to each type in Type a standard form in T 2 .
Notation. In Taking J as the set of i's which satisfy these inequalities for some k 2 K, we are done. 2 
The Type Assignment System L
We introduce now a type assignment system for our extended language of types. We add a rule (!) which takes into account the universal character of !, and two standard rules of introduction of^and _. Moreover we use the preorder on types de ned in previous section in a subtyping rule.
Notice that a rule of^elimination is derivable, while a rule of _ elimination would be unsound Therefore using (_E) we could derive:
: But M reduces to I+ +I+I and therefore it is unsolvable. We lose subject reduction, since only type ! can be deduced for , and hence for I + + I + I. Moreover M is unsolvable but it has type 6 !. If we compare this derivation with the (_E) rule we see that from the same premises we obtain the same type for a -expansion of the subject. 
The -lattices
As the set semimodel suggests, when interpreting our calculus we naturally get lattices. We make precise now what is a model of this calculus. We do this by incorporating the notion of lattice into that of -model of 25]. Clauses (iv) from (c) to (g) de ne syntactical -models (see 25]). They have been written to state explicitly that the map ] ] D satis es these clauses not just on the classical -terms, but on the whole set +k . It is interesting to relate semimodels and -lattices considering the role of the order in the structure. Indeed by Proposition 33 the meaning of a term in a semimodel increases along reduction. In the case of -lattices, instead, we have: As immediate consequence of Proposition 15 we obtain a term model based on the contextual semantics which is a -lattice. It is easy to see that f f 0 is a lter too: hence \ " is well de ned. Moreover \ " is clearly monotonic in both its arguments. So that also (ii) of De nition 51 holds. Now we prove the rst clause of (iii). By de nition we know In the lter -lattice de ned in Theorem 55, the interpretation of a type turns out to be a lter of lters of types. Since the lattice of types is distributive, the lattice of lters forming the lter -lattice is distributive too, hence the upward closure in clause (v) above is redundant in this case. The following proposition is proved by routine calculations.
Proposition57. Let = ff 2 F(Type) j 2 fg. Then hf j 2 Typeg; )i is a type structure over the lter -lattice. Moreover it satis es the following equations:
(iv) _ = = ff \ f 0 j f 2 ; f 0 2 g. As for system B, the immediate consequence of Theorem 55 and of Proposition 57 is completeness. Rede ning j = for -lattices in the same way as it has been de ned for semimodels in 35, this is stated as follows. The lter -lattice naturally induces a preorder on terms.
We state some (in)-equations which show that v L discriminates terms which are equated by v O .
This implies that the lter -lattice is not fully abstract with respect to the contextual semantics.
Proposition60. The following (in)-equations hold: Notice that the lter model turns out to be a (properly) semilinear applicative structure as de ned in 29, 30] , because of 60(ii) and (iii). This was not true for the set semimodel. It is worth to stress that, without the union type constructor, this cannot be achieved (see 1]). From this fact and from Proposition 38 it is also clear that the theories induced by ' B and ' L are incomparable.
Approximation Theorem and Full Abstraction
In this section we prove the main results of the present paper, i.e.:
{ the lter -lattice is adequate with respect to the contextual semantics; { the lter -lattice is fully abstract with respect to the capabilities semantics. A main tool in these proofs is the notion of approximant. The rst result essentially follows from the Approximation Theorem for the lter -lattice. For the second result we introduce a one-toone correspondence between approximate normal forms (considered modulo ) and suitable pairs < basis, type > (where types are considered modulo =). This correspondence essentially shows that the discrimination power of approximants and types is the same.
The Approximation Theorem and The Adequacy for the Contextual Semantics
In this section we prove that the set of types which can be deduced for any term coincides with the union of the sets of types deducible for its approximants. Since in the lter -lattice these sets are thought of as the \meanings" of terms, this shows that the meaning of any term is the join of the meanings of its approximants.
Let us call L the type system resulting from L when subjects are from +k . Since no explicit typing rule is added for the constant , if ?`L : , then = !. Viceversa, a straightforward induction shows that, if A is an approximate normal form and A 6 , then there are a basis ? and a type 6 = !, such that ?`L A: . All the properties of the system L proved in previous section extends easily to L . So we will freely use them in the following proofs.
The Approximation Theorem is proved by means of a variant of Tait's \computability" technique. We de ne sets of \approximable" and \computable" terms (De nition 61). The computable terms are de ned by induction on types, and every computable term is shown to be approximable (Lemma 64(ii)). Using induction on typings, we show that every term is computable for the appropriate type (Lemma 67).
De nition61. We Really Comp is invariant under = a , but we do not prove this, since we would need M = a N ) A(M) = A(N) (see Remark 26) .
We show some properties of types which are deducible for approximate normal forms. (ii) is easily proved, using (i) and Lemma 64(ii), by induction on any standard axiomatic presentation of . In particular, for the basic case From the Approximation Theorem it follows that any term which is typeable with a type 6 = ! has an approximant which di ers from , i.e. it is solvable. Viceversa, by Proposition 27(ii) any solvable term has an approximant di erent from and therefore it can be typed with a type 6 = !.
Corollary69
. SOL = fM 2 +k j 9?; 6 = !: ?`L M: g:
The Approximation Theorem is useful to state properties of the precongruence induced on terms by the lter -lattice. In fact we immediately have that the lter -lattice is adequate with respect to the observational semantics based on contexts. 
